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ABSTRACT
The creations of people who modify games (game "modders") have
had an significant impact on economics of game development. Be-
ing part of a creative participatory culture, their mods serve as a
source of inspiration that has even steered the direction of game
development in the past. This paper presents the findings of a com-
prehensive literature review on game modding. We structure our
findings according to the three perspectives from which game mod-
ding has been analyzed: an outside perspective, a meta-level, and
an inside perspective. We identify aspects that have received little
academic attention so far, but warrant future research. Our analysis
of the body of literature shows that only few publications focus
more closely on community aspects such as differences among
individual game modding communities, dynamics and collabora-
tion within modder communities. We argue that gaining a deeper
understanding of these aspects is essential in order to be able to
capitalize from the huge creative potential that lies within game
modding communities.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→HCI design and evaluation
methods; Empirical studies inHCI; Ethnographic studies; • Soft-
ware and its engineering→ Open source model; •Applied com-
puting → Collaborative learning;
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1 INTRODUCTION
In addition to big data and blockchain, co-creation and participation
are two buzzwords that influence how businesses operate as well
as how our daily life is structured. To ensure continuing economic
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growth, industries rely on creative individuals that are able to come
up with innovative solutions that can withstand challenges caused
by increasingly dynamic social and economical structures [16, 30,
58]. This growing demand for creative individuals in the labor
market raises a number of questions for society; these include the
question of where to find creative individuals, how to identify those
as well as how to train for creativity.

The link between creativity and play has been known for a long
time now. Play as been conceptualized as "arena for the expres-
sion of creativity" [17, 65] and as "cradle of creativity in organiza-
tions" [42]. As such, play has been attested the ability to stimulate,
facilitate and rehearse creativity. Evidence that this also applies to
playing video games has recently been put forward (e.g. [10, 84]).
Others have also started to make the argument that engaging in
video game development projects can foster creativity [16]. We
hence posit that taking a closer look at communities of people who
engage both in playing video games and developing for video games
in their spare time for inspiration on how to foster creativity in
individuals is highly valuable.

Furthermore, playing video games is no longer an activity that
only children engage in. In fact, the average age of people who
play games is in the 30s. This development has further pushed the
ludification of culture and given rise to the exponential growth
of the economy around video games. In the last decade, the video
game industry has increased from US$73.5B to US$138.5B 1.

Game modding has had a significant impact on the economics
of game development, as can be seen with the top three games by
esports gross prize pools2 are Dota 2 (US$174M), Counter-Strike:
Global Offensive (US$69M), and League of Legends (US$64M). A
common thread across these games is that they are all commercial
versions of what began as game mods, with Dota 2 and League of
Legends both inspired by the Defense of the Ancients mod for the
game Warcraft III by Blizzard, and Counter-Strike: Global Offensive
based on Counter-Strike, a mod originally for the game Half-Life by
Valve. This and the fact that game companies have begun to hire
the developers of the original mods (e.g. in the case of Team Fortress
Classic), illustrates the change in attitude that game companies used
to display towards game modders, which went from threatening
with legal lawsuits on the basis of copyright infringements to openly
encouraging the creation of mods by providing the necessary tools.

Former mods ranking among the most popular and hence suc-
cessful games emphasis the immense value of game modding in
terms of stimulating innovative and creative ideas. Despite the

1 Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-01-23/peak-video-game-
top-analyst-sees-industry-slumping-in-2019
2 Source: https://www.esportsearnings.com/games
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millions of daily players 3 and billions of yearly revenue, little is
yet known about the dynamics and trends around communities of
those who modify games. In order to be able to capitalize of the
creative potential that these communities pose, it is essential to
have a clear understanding of the hows and whys they work. We
argue that approximately two decades after the release of one of
the most successful game mods 4, it is time to take stock on what
is known about game modding communities. We hence conducted
a comprehensive literature review on research related to the mod-
ification of games. In this paper, we present our findings linking
them to common themes and aspects relevant to both economy and
creativity. We begin by outlining our methodology for the literature
search. To provide context for the following sections, we included
a brief introduction of relevant terms used in the context of game
modding. Subsequently, we provide an overview to findings related
to meta-data of the identified literature including the research dis-
cipline the article belongs to, the type of mods and games covered.
The main body of this paper presents the content-related findings
of the literature review, which we structured into three sections
according to the perspective the respective articles took on game
modding. Before concluding the paper, we identify some potential
avenues for future research.

1.1 Methodology
The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of research
on game modders. To accomplish this, we adopt a summarization
of knowledge approach, where we provide a descriptive account
of researched aspects. A secondary aim is to investigate what is
known about the dynamics, interactions of and differences among
game modding communities. For this purpose, we aimed for a both
broad and specific review. The database of Scopus was queried as
resource for our systematic literature search.

We conducted exploratory searches to ensure that used keywords
would cover relevant literature. This informed our final search
query:

( TITLE−ABS−KEY ( commu ∗ )
AND TITLE−ABS−KEY ( game ∗ )
AND ( TITLE−ABS−KEY ( mod i f i c a t i o n ∗ )

OR TITLE−ABS−KEY (modd ∗ )
OR TITLE−ABS−KEY ( user −genera t ed −con t en t ) ) )

AND ( LIMIT−TO (DOCTYPE , " cp " )
OR LIMIT−TO (DOCTYPE , " a r " ) )

AND ( LIMIT−TO ( SUBJAREA , "COMP" )
OR LIMIT−TO ( SUBJAREA , " SOCI " )
OR LIMIT−TO ( SUBJAREA , " ENGI " )
OR LIMIT−TO ( SUBJAREA , " PSYC " ) )

The literature search was carried out in February 2019 and re-
sulted in the identification of 217 manuscripts. Of those 56 were
deemed relevant as they touched upon aspects of game mods. The
database query was complemented by checking citations and ref-
erences as well as identifying related work. Forward references

3 STEAM current statistics of who is playing games at the time of writing in-
clude 800.000 people playing Dota 2, and 500.000 people playing Counter-Strike: Global
Offensive. Source: https://store.steampowered.com/stats/
4 Counter-Strike was released in November 2000.

Figure 1: Graph showing the number of publications ad-
dressing topics relevant to game modding per year.

revealed 9 and backward references 1 additional publication. Using
keywords and terms from the 56 relevant manuscript in other aca-
demic databases (e.g. local digital library, Google Scholar) revealed
31 additional publications.

Of those 97manuscripts, 87 publications were of academic nature
and 10 were magazines (e.g. news paper articles). The text of 3
publications was inaccessible to us and thus excluded from the
fundus. 12 articles did not cover game modding despite their meta-
data. The analysis of our literature review is hence based on 72
academic publications.

2 BACKGROUND
Timeline. Researchers’ interest in game modding has been going

up and down in the last decade (see Fig. 1). Although we did not
restrict our literature search to a specific time frame, in this section
we focus only on the last decade. A definite peak of interest could
be observed in the years of 2014 and 2015, but also in 2012 where
eight publications related to modding were published. The reason
for this peek is not entirely clear, but might be connected to the
release of some rather popular game mods, one of them themed
around the immensely popular book and TV-series Game of Thrones
and a quite successful total conversion based on the game ArmA II
named DayZ 5. In recent years, academic interest in game modding
ebbed but might see new relevance under themes such as creative
participatory culture (here focusing on the creativity displayed by
modders) and as post-industrial economy [70, 75].

The practice of game modding seems to spark academic interest
in a very broad range of research disciplines. With 64% of the iden-
tified publications being journal articles , we examined to which
research discipline these could be attributed to. Our findings show
that game modding is relevant to culture, game and media studies,
law, customer/consumer and creativity research, arts, health and
computer science. Common outlets for game modding research
seem to include the journals "Games & Culture" (9), "new media
& society" (4), "simulation & Gaming" (3) and "Convergence" (3).

5 Source: https://www.techspot.com/review/618-pc-game-mods-2012/commentsOffset
(assessed 21.02.19)
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Terminology. Since this review will make reference to both a
number of games and mods, it seems reasonable to include a short
paragraph that explains some of the terminology used in this con-
text. As Marone pointed out, modders make extensive use of special-
ist language within their communities to signal both competence
as well as belonging, but also to build their identity as knowledge-
able insiders [43]. Apart from insider terms, there is a plethora of
types of mods that are known by specific terms. Here we provide
both a brief discussion of the term "game modding" and a short
(non-exhaustive) overview to provide context and later reference.

Reflecting modding as a dynamic and constantly evolving con-
cept, there is neither an official or commonly accepted definition of
modding nor an exhaustive list of all type of mods that everyone in-
volved (i.e. gamers, modders, game industry, research) would agree
on. In the course of our literature review, we came to understand
that every scholar coins their own definition while occasionally bor-
rowing from or basing it on previous ones by other scholars [7, 18].
There does not even seem to be consensus on whether the focus of
game modding is on making changes to an existing game [46, 51]
or the development (i.e. addition) of new content [8, 36]. From what
we came to know about mods, we believe it is fair to say that is
both [67]. To that Wallace adds that also deleting code or features
from games is part of game modding [77]. What most scholars do
agree on is that this modification (including development of some-
thing new) stems from users (in this context most often players) and
not from professionals (at least not as part of their paid job). Others
have stressed that in order to considered a mod, modifications have
to be done to a commercial product [18, 36]. At this point, we would
like to point out that modifications of user-created game mods are
also mods. A popular example for this is creating new maps or con-
tent for Counter-Strike, which is a mod of Valve’s game Half-Life.
Another addition to a potential definition of game modding, which
might clarify the former distinction, is that these modifications are
neither "authorised nor intended by the manufacturers" [18]. In
light of a paradigmatic change in how the game industry (at least
the bigger players) deal with game modding, this aspect might have
lost its relevance for some types of mods (as discussed in 3.1.2).
Another aspect to describing the practice of modifying games is the
usage of (software development) "tools that are not part of the [orig-
inal] game" [51]. This distinction excerpts content that was created
with in-game tools from being considered as mods (e.g. characters
created in The Sims Creator or levels designed in Lemmings). With
in-game we refer to tools that are part of the main game and can
be assessed from within the game without having to start another
(external) program. Finally, it should be noted that the term "mods"
is not exclusive to games but is also used for non-entertainment
technology [18, 36, 46]. While we do not intend to introduce a new,
inclusive definition for game modding, we understand mods as the
product of user-made modifications, which includes the process
of altering, appropriating, adding to and deleting, of video games
using tools that are not part of the original game.

When it comes to mods, neither type nor complexity matters, as
pointed out by Sotamaa every alteration to software no matter how
small or how complex can be treated as a mod [67]. As a complete
overview of all possible type of mods would go beyond the scope
of this paper, we will only introduce those that are referenced in
other parts of this paper. Whereas additions that are used within

a game (generally know as add-ons) and modifications that affect
aspects within a game (e.g. user-interface customizations) belong
to one category of mods, total conversions are stand-alone games
that are based on an existing game. Counter-Strike being based on
Half-Life is the most popular example for this type of mod. To that
end, total conversions are the most extensive type of mod as they
more or less involve all types of mods [1, 67].

Apart from a few exceptions, terminology used for different
types of modders is rather straight forward as the terms simply
describe what kind of mod they do. For instance, mappers create
maps for existing games that make use of content and mechanics of
the original game, skinners create skins for new characters, objects
or artefacts and level-designers design levels. Machinima is one of
the less palpable terms. They also belong to another category of
mods which is also referred to as fan-art. Wirman [81] categorizes
fan-art as expressive form of game related fan/player productivity
opposed to instrumental forms, which include walkthroughs, tuto-
rials as well as cheat code listings. Mods as we defined them in the
paragraph above are placed in the intersection of instrumental and
expressive forms of user-generated content. Due to that distinction,
strictly-speaking fan-art does not fall under the definition of game
mods, however in light of quite a number of research related to
game mods and in particular modding communities focusing on
fan-art and especially machinima, we chose to still include it in
this review. Machinima is an amalgamation of the words "machine"
and "cinema" [25], which describes the art of using scenes and
content from video games to create films. Since in order to create
these films often modifications to games are necessary (explaining
the link to game mods), machinima has been described as conver-
gence of filmmaking, animation and games development [23]. One
popular example of machinima that involved heavy editing and
modifications is a short film based on The Sims 4 posted by a user
named Rémi Marocelli is part of the series around the fictional
character Bella Goth6.

Types of mods. In the course of our literature review, we were
further interested in whether publications on topics related to game
modding would talk about this practice more generally or focus on
specific type of mods. The following list is not mutually exclusive,
since some papers focused on multiple types of mods. As already
indicated, a larger number of publications focused specifically on
machinima [23–25, 40, 41, 57]. Others talked more general about
fan-art [15, 79]. Another type of mod that was featured quite often
are levels [9, 22, 43, 45]. User-interface modifications were picked as
a central theme by [62, 66, 74]. Other types of mods covered by re-
cent research relevant to game modding touched upon add-ons [62],
skins [83], game rules [71] and - at the verge of the modding spec-
trum - tutorials [15, 35], workshops [15] and streams [31]. In fact,
recently there has a great academic interest in streamers and their
communities. But not being a mod, our literature search only picked
up one publication (also) addressing streams.

Covered games. Whenwanting to explore the differences of game
modding and in particular differences in game modding commu-
nities it is worth looking at the various games and genres that

6 "BELLA GOTH: THE LAST HOPE | Sims 4 Machinima" - https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ghCLKrNxj1g
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are being modded. For this section, we reviewed which games are
commonly being discussed in contrast to just being mentioned in
passing as examples or to illustrate a point. Within the results
of our database search, most commonly discussed games are The
Sims [27, 38, 64, 82] and World of Warcraft [14, 36, 62, 74]. For
both games three papers each exclusively focused on modding
practices related to that game. Other games that were featured in
game modding research are Little Big Planet [9, 43], Skyrim [57, 66],
Minecraft [5, 46], Super Mario [45, 48], Battlefield [14, 54], League
of Legends [14], Civilization [49], Counter-Strike [83], Grand Theft
Auto [38] andDark Souls [20]. From this (non-exhaustive) list we can
infer the different game genres that are being discussed in research
as examples of game modding practices. First-person shooters (FPS)
seem to be quite commonly featured in academic discourse as ex-
amples for game modding, so are role-playing (RPGs) and platform
games. Also massive multi-player online games (MMOs) and their
sub-form multi-player online battle arenas (MOBAs) are of aca-
demic interest. Conversely, we can also note which game genres
have so far not received academic attention (e.g. sports, party and
casual/mobile games). The vast majority of those games are de-
signed to be played by multiple – in case of MMOs large amounts
of – people at once. Seeing that is more enjoyable to play together
with peers, these games already establish communities around them.
Picking up on aspects that players would like to have improved or
included in their favorite games as well as identifying potential mod
team members is arguably easier when knowing where players of
these games meet and communicate.

Methodologies. As the type of methodology applied certainly
influences the validity as well as depth of insights research is able
to gather, we further reviewed how the identified body of literature
obtained their data regarding game modders. For some of the identi-
fied papers, it was not clear what sources they used as they nowhere
specified their methodology. This might point towards the fact that
gamemodding andmods in general are already considered common
knowledge. Hence, giving a true account on what methodologies
and research approaches were applied is rather difficult. With the
exception of one paper [53], all papers (that specified their method-
ology in some way) used qualitative approaches. The majority of
publications merely stated that they reviewed games, blog posts,
forums or other places modders and gamers posted feedback regard-
ing game mods. Empirical studies were also conducted to broaden
our understanding of game modding, interviewing game modders
was thereby themost common (9), followed by surveys [9, 26, 51, 74]
and observations [24, 61, 86]. Three publications specific to have
conducted ethnographic research [3, 4, 86]. Others indicated to have
used a mixed-methods approach and twelve publications conducted
a case study.

3 ANALYSIS OF LITERATURE
We categorized the manuscripts that our literature search identified
into three broad categories, according to the perspective fromwhich
they address game modding (see Fig. 2). These categories are not
mutually exclusive, meaning that one publication could have been
addressing multiple sub-categories within the three main categories.
The next section follows this structure. We begin by outlining
those works that approach modding from an outside perspective

Figure 2: Overview of the literature review by categories.

describing how the practice of modifying games is perceived by
entities external to game modders (e.g. game industry). We then
turn towards those publications that discuss modding from a meta-
level, for instance, providing overviews and case studies of game
mods as well as outlining implications of modding. Finally, the
inside perspective discusses aspects such as gamers’ motivations to
create mods and collaboration in modding communities. For each of
the categories and their sub-categories we provide a brief overview
of the addressed topic.

The applied categorization is not always unambiguous as some
publications touch upon internal processes or outline implications
for broader society and/or industry. This categorization is based on
the main tenor of the individual publications.

3.1 Outside perspective
The largest category within the identified body of literature (317)
provides an outsider’s perspective on game modders. Within this
category, researchers mainly focused on issues regarding (legal)
ownership, the value game modding can have, non-entertainment
related use cases of modified games and what we termed the ecology
around game mods (e.g. mapping the practice of game modding to
theories and cultures).

3.1.1 Ownership debates. While modifying games certainly re-
quires plenty of resources (e.g. time) and skills, the biggest hurdle
towards creating and essentially sharing game mods has always
been copyright [55]. Feeling a moral ownership over the game(s)
that goes beyond legal restrictions, game modders assume a right
to appropriate proprietary material [55]. Customizing and to some
extent personalising games was/is important enough for most game
modders to contest and even openly ignore copyright [55]. This
attitude naturally led to rather emotionally charged tensions and
confrontations between copyright owners and game modders, one
of which resulted in a team of modders having to stop their pro-
duction [55].
7 Throughout this paper numbers in parenthesis illustrate how many publications
were found in a category.
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Figure 3: Example of a user-interface mod for the game
World of Warcraft. The ArkInventory mod allows to sort
artifacts collected during game play into self-created
categories. Source https://www.flickr.com/photos/redtimmy/
3559050961

With mods currently viewed as derivative works, modifications
made without the copyright holder’s consent are violations of that
copyright [77]. This stance is not only contested by game mod-
ders but also individual lawyers (e.g. [1, 77], who argue that mods
ought to fall within the doctrine of fair use. Papers focusing on
this relationship and in particular the conflict between modders
and game developer companies amounts to a fair share of the body
of literature on game modifications (e.g. [36, 62, 63]). It is note-
worthy that even after the (admittedly slow) change of mindset
regarding how to deal with game mods from being against them to
openly encouraging and even facilitating them, discussions about
copyright conflicts still seem to be a timely issue [32, 60]. There
is certainly more to be said about legal aspects that concern the
modifications of proprietary games, but considering the audience
of the CT conference, we will instead focus on other topics such as
motivation and community.

3.1.2 Value of game mods. The above mentioned shift in game de-
velopment companies’ mindset regarding mods essentially entailed
that the industry began to realize the value that game mods bring.
Literature identified in course of this review mentions mainly three
benefits of players appropriating games, namely that they (i) are
good for revenue (e.g. prolong shelf-life of games; [69]), (ii) provide
cheap testing grounds (e.g. exploring the acceptance of new game
designs) and (iii) offer easy accessible recruiting options.

Testing new approaches through community-created mods is
cheap in the sense that companies usually would have to spent huge
amounts of resources on development costs (i.e. time and money).
Since game modders do this work essentially for free, the industry
saves these (labor) costs by having the modder community try out
various designs and concepts [29, 54]. The risk of failing then lies
solely by the modders [54]. With one of their main motivation
being receiving recognition for their work, it does not necessarily
mean that the object of their work needs to be played a lot [51].
Getting appreciate comments that recognize the amount of work
and creativity that went into the mod is sometimes enough to be
worthwhile [43].

Other publications discussing the value of game mods noted
that user-generated content can not only maintain interest in a
game but also boost sales and hence contribute to the success of
video games [15, 34]. Anecdotely, some games players have only
been waiting for its official release so they can start modding them.
This new (and mostly free) source of innovation [18] can hence
benefit game development both from a financial perspective - quan-
titatively assessed and confirmed by [53] - but also in a way of
enhancing player experience [9]. Scholars have thus called for a
wider and more open acceptance of players’ co-creative role in
game development [76].

In light of these clear benefits, mainly the larger game devel-
oping companies such as Valve and Bethesda decided to not only
encourage but also enable the creation of game mods through the
release of so-called software development kits (SDKs; [32]). It be-
came apparent that the success of a game is not only to be measured
by number of units sold but also by how "broadly the game acts as
a medium for expression, extension, or reinforcement of a game
culture" [52]. Mimicking hugely successful game concepts such
as Minecraft and The Sims series that are inherently designed for
active user/player participation, game companies began to release
level-makers or entire game engines together with the pure game.
By doing so, game companies intend to grow out of the once dep-
recatory attitude and adapt one that generates mutual benefit and
potentially collaboration8. The provision of tools allows players
to actively contribute to their own entertainment experience and
give them a sense of agency and control. Yamamoto & McArthur
noted that creating the legal basis for allowing modders to sell
their creations laid the foundation for constituting a new digital
economy [83]. While we might not be there yet, similarities can be
found in the emergence of Web2.0 and bloggers making a living
out of their web presence.

3.1.3 Ecology of mods. Another body of literature attempted to un-
derstand the practice of modifying games by relating it to and map-
ping it in other concepts. The most common point of departure here
is analyzing the relationship between modders and other stakehold-
ers, most commonly the game industry (e.g. [7]). In 2003, Sotamaa
drew connections between gamemodding and participatory culture,
understanding the practice as a form of community-based creative
design [67]. Already, scholars recognized the blurring boundaries
between gamers and game designers and began to grasp the corpo-
rate culture side view on mods. In his 2010 article, Postigo sought
to map modding in political economic theories and those that have
understood it as participatory culture within the new media envi-
ronment [56]. Banks & Potts aimed to better understand the dualism
between modding being an economic market or socio-cultural (non-
market) force and predict which would ultimately dominate [4].
Recognizing modding as form of media commons, others reviewed
whether mods are to be seen as commons or commodities [8].

8 This collaboration is currently rather lopsided as the game industry receives the
main share of financial outcomes (see [32]).
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3.1.4 Use cases. This category can be seen as somewhat an excep-
tion in the body of literature on game modding since these papers’
main objective is less to understand the practice and its relation-
ship to other cultural or economic forces, but more to illustrate
application areas for game mods. Two articles, for instance, see
great potential of using game and in particular their modifications
for military purposes [19, 28]. Despite the potential, Haynes also
cautions for making use of it and points towards the rather realistic
visualizations and the latent glorification of war [28]. A different
and more pro-active approach to capitalize from gamemodding was
proposed for the context of education. Drawing on the potential of
modding to foster both learning processes and intrinsic motivation
to engage with material, Dahleen et al. propose to have students
modify existing serious educational games to help convey learning
matter [13].

3.2 Meta-level perspective
Publications in this category touch upon both an outside as well
as inside perspective. Their main objective is to better understand
the practice of game modding by providing an overview, present-
ing a case study or/and studying the effects (5), impacts (5) and
perceptions (7) of creating mods.

3.2.1 Introduction. This sub-category comprises identified publi-
cations that either present an overview or a case study. Speak-
ing towards the complexity of game modding, the vast major-
ity of overview papers focus on either a type of mod or a game
genre. Focusing solely on first-person shooters, Nieborg provides an
overview of current trends within the what he terms "mod culture"
and based on that tries to formulate a (re-)definition of mods [47].
Small explores the connection between mods and participatory
design using the example of user interface modification within and
for the game Skyrim [66]. In contrast to these focused overviews,
Laukkanen aims to provide a more holistic picture of gamemodding
by outlining the case of three diverse games (Half-Life, The Sims,
and Grand Theft Auto III ) [38].

A distinct number of publications within this category as well as
across our entire literature review focus on fan-art and in particular
machinima. Apart from the popular and admittedly most successful
game mod Counter-Strike as example for first-person-shooter total
conversions, fan-art is most widely known also among non-gamers.
This is probably due to them achieving the broadest and widest
reach, seeing that they - particularly true for the case of machinima
- are posted on Youtube and can be seen as form of entertainment
in their own right. Whereas both Lowood and Harwood provide
an overview of machinima [23], Lowood focuses on the histori-
cal development of this type of user-generated content [41]. In an
attempt to compare the level of quality of professionals and ama-
teurs, White Cheung reviewed articles and stories on fantasy sports
written by game modders (fan fiction) and those by professional
journalists [79]. Tapping into another category (those of effects
of mods) is the case study of Owens, which points towards the
potential of teaching history through and with game mods. In light
of game modders valuing authenticity and attention to detail, their
creations could be used to illustrate (daily) life and processes from
the past as a way to facilitate education.

Figure 4: Example of a skin mod for the game Counter-
Strike created by Toxic3, who was complimented for the cre-
ative idea of re-painting the character’s arms with a cow pat-
tern. Source https://gamebanana.com/skins/19189

3.2.2 Education. Not only the products of game modding can pro-
mote education, but also the process of their creation can be seen
as knowledge and skill acquisition. Although an exploratory study
found only little conclusive evidence of a connection between game
content creation and self-assessed IT proficiency relationships, the
study authors and others still argue that engagement in game mod-
ding provides a promising approach to addressing the new digital
divide [26]. In other words, they see game modding as an entry
point for youth developing identities and skills as designers rather
than just consumers of IT. In response to the gender distribution
of gamers becoming more balanced9, Yucel et al. advocate game
modding as a way to in particular attract girls to IT [85]. That this
is a valid approach shows Hayes King’s case study which based on
interviews with female The Sims modders describes how players
engage in computing practices that are foundational to informa-
tion technology (IT) fluency [27]. Their findings recommend to
re-orientate computer-related learning around core game modding
principles, essentially linking computing to fun and by highlighting
collaborative aspects frame computer-related skills and tasks such
as programming as participatory design [80]. To better incorporate
those principles into teaching practices, Monterrat et al. proposed
a model for learning through the activity of modding [44].

3.2.3 Creativity. Previous works have identified game modding as
a phenomenon that has its roots in paradigmatic changes, first and
foremost Web2.0 [29, 44]. At the core of the Web2.0 ideology is the
understanding that the Internet serves as platform for participation
and collaboration [76]. Along with the ludification of society, fun
and play further motivate what has been termed creative participa-
tory culture where consumers actively engage in the production and
recreation of content [55]. In other words, traditional consumers of
information and content transform into (co-)producers of content.

The same paradigmatic change can currently be observed in
the context of video games (see also 3.1.1). With games serving
9 Distribution of computer and video gamers in the United States from
2006 to 2018, by gender - https://www.statista.com/statistics/232383/
gender-split-of-us-computer-and-video-gamers/
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as medium of creative (self-)expression and mods slowly being
recognized as significant source of innovation, game modders and
their communities can be considered creative communities of prac-
tice [22]. Reflecting this, gamemodding has previously been defined
as "creative transformation of a game’s original visual content" [61]
and modders representing "the archetypal creative individuals of
an increasingly digital modernity" [46]. Echoing the previous argu-
ment that game modding is a form of participatory design, game
mods can be seen as community-based creative design where mod-
ders are an influential source of innovation ([67]; see also 3.1.2).That
ideas stemming from the player base are a force to be reckoned with
is illustrated by cases such as Counter-Strike (a total conversion
that became more popular than its base game Half-Life), Defense of
the Ancients (DOTA; a total conversion of WarCraft 3) and Team
Fortress (a total conversion of Quake).

Surely, discussing modding as creative expression warrants a
discussion about what "creative" and "creativity" actually entail.
The most commonly used definition of creativity describes it as the
"combination of novelty and usefulness" [73] or formulated as hu-
man trait: "the capacity to create something new and original" [46].
Seeing that both "useful" and "original" are still rather subjective
terms, it has been suggested to let the community or society that
created the product or service in question decide on the extent
of creativity involved rather than applying universal metrics [12].
This stance reflects the current debate on whether creativity can
in fact be measured (e.g. with quantitative assessments) or only
experienced [11, 50]. In parallel to this discussion, scholars became
to focus on how people displayed their creativity rather than eval-
uating outcomes of creative processes [33]. Accordingly, creative
styles aim to describe how individuals facilitate creative work in
their everyday lives [78]. Applied to the modding context, all forms
of mods are creative products of participatory design. For some
the level of creativity is more obvious than for others. For instance,
from a technological and computer science point of view also what
has been termed hard-core modding (e.g. ROM hacking and tinker-
ing with physics engines) is a form of creative expression [29]. For
these examples approaches have been proposed to computationally
evaluate their creativity [22]. On the other end of the spectrum lie
user-generated films narrating captivating stories recorded within
first-person shooters or majestic castles with detailed interior de-
sign built within The Sims (cf. [64]). Recognizing the variance of
skills and competence required for this creative knowledge work,
scholars have even proposed to use the term phronesis 10 to describe
game modding [86].

3.2.4 Playbour. Along with the paradigmatic shift initiated by
Web2.0 and the emergent participatory culture, more than one
boundary slowly dissolves; consumers take on the role of produc-
ers [61], leisure turns into work [70] and - particularly within the
game modding context - play becomes a form of content provi-
sion [25]. This section addresses the ongoing debate on whether
the practice of modifying games ought to be seen (and eventually
also valued) as work or leisure. As Sotamaa rightfully pointed out
this discussion is neither new nor exclusive to game cultures [70].

In order to take on a holistic perspective concerning this debate,
it is pertinent to not only consider the "visible", "material" labor (i.e.
10 Phronesis: a type of knowledge relevant to practical action and reasoning

the coding, editing, designing) but also the immaterial labour in
the form of creativity, communication, emotion and cooperation
when talking about the "work" players put into creating game
mods [39, 75].

The argument that all activities associated with games are play
and thus non-profit-oriented [37], essentially denies modders the
right to actually do try to make a living out of their hobby or at
least compensate for the resources and efforts they put into their
creations. Efforts that the game industry is increasingly taking
advantage of [1, 64]. It then seems even more ironic that game
industries do not want their audience to associate games and thus
play with "boring realities" of work contexts [70].

Some scholars are of the opinion that modding is a coercion
of leisurely play into work, framing it as "playbour" [37, 70]. It
seems that skeptics advancing the view that modding is a form of
productive play aimed at external goals such as gaining jobs in the
game industry and building a reputation for themselves, are missing
the point of modding essentially being an intrinsically motivated
and community oriented activity (see for a more detailed discussion
on this topic). If that were to be the case, the rationale for being
rather skeptical of the value of modding becomes clearer.

3.3 Inside perspective
Somewhat surprisingly, publications dealing with the internal dy-
namics and structures of game modder communities made up the
smallest category (21). Two trending topics when aiming to under-
stand the practices of game modders are their motivation (11) and
community aspects (8).

3.3.1 Motivation. The undeniable benefits that mods bring for the
game industry are certainly one incentive to better understand the
motives behind the efforts that players engage in when creating
mods. Providing for these motives by, for instance, generating af-
fording or enabling environments (e.g. by releasing development
tools) allows game developing companies to somewhat influence or
steer mod development. Another rationale behind wanting to better
understand modders’ motivation is to better design educational
tools that aim to through creating mods convey computer-relevant
skills and IT proficiency more broadly.

Works investigating motives of game modders have attempted
to categorize motivations. While identified motives do overlap to a
great extent, the found categories do mostly not. On a very basic
level, it can be said that motivations are both intrinsic and extrinsic.
In the following, we attempt to provide a brief overview of the
most prominent reasons for players to go through the process of
producing game content themselves.

Sotamaa divides game modders into two camps; those who do it
for fun/to better the game/to add content/to enjoy themselves and
those who do it for personal gain/"popularity"/status [70]. While
this is certainly the case, there is still dissent on which group is more
prevalent. Poor found that extrinsic motives such as gaining a job
in the industry are more important for less experienced compared
to those who have been modding games for quite a while [51].
Again, Sotamaa’s categories essentially speak to the division into
intrinsically and extrinsically focused motives. If we were to take
the number of facets within the two categories as any indication,
intrinsic motives would certainly dominate.
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Figure 5: Example of a compilation of skin mods for
The Sims 3, where interest for the game was combined
with feeling nostalgic about the TV-series Sailor Moon,
which the poster of this picture stated to miss watch-
ing on TV. Source https://www.deviantart.com/sugarandspice5/
art/Sailor-Moon-The-Sims-3-406760027

Intrinsic motives can be attributed to both individual and com-
munity oriented motivation. The latter comprises game modders
enjoying the sense of community when sharing, collaborating, com-
menting on mods. (Social) interaction is immensely important for
modders since it is not only a source of receiving feedback [55, 70]
and recognition [43] for their hard work and dedication but also sup-
port [55], recommendations as well as a source of inspiration [2, 51].
It is commonly agreed that modding is a highly participatory and
collaborative activity [36, 44, 51, 56, 57]. Based on this strong focus
on and sense of community and belonging [57], Harwood Garry
saw strong parallels with tribal based communities [24]. Yet, some
scholars pointed out that modders are far from being a homoge-
neous group and that some engage more than others while others
only mod for themselves [51, 61]. In fact, it has been noted that the
personal component has a stronger influence on the motivation to
create mods [36, 51]. Similarly, due to some rivalries and friction,
some teams have voluntarily shut themselves off from larger mod-
ding communities and, for instance, created local forums [70]. One
example for a - due to various reasons - rather shut-off and isolated
community of modders are those that create modifications for The
Sims series (cf. [82]).

Whereas game modders used to be seen as lonely and weird
"geeks", with gaming becoming ever more rooted in everyday cul-
ture and the paradigmatic shift towards "prosumerism" and partic-
ipatory culture, game modders are no longer isolated but part of
large communities that have an increasing influence on the game
industry [55]. This empowerment of the consumer is further facili-
tated through wider access to technological know-how. In light of
the influence these communities start to have (cf. [72]) connected
with their set of norms and their specific rationale that is driven by
devotion as well as the will for creative self-expression, scholars
soon recognized the ecology around game modders as digital moral
economy and the cultural economy of fandom [55]. This strong
focus on community is not surprising, seeing that being grounded

in communication play is essentially a community-reinforcing ac-
tivity [6, 51].

Game modders’ intrinsic motives can also be classified using
self-determination theory (SDT; [59]), which describes three innate
needs: relatedness (need to interact and be connected with oth-
ers), competence (need to be effective and master problems), and
autonomy (need to control one’s own life). The above discussed
community-focused motive certainly links to the need for related-
ness. With game modding being knowledge work [75], modders
are intrinsically motivated to show competence. As such they en-
joy achieving (self-set) goals (e.g. completing a mod), proving (to
themselves) that they can do/achieve something (e.g. changing a
game mechanic; [51]). Other modders are just inherently interested
in how a game "works" and the interaction of building blocks that
the game is composed off [70].

The third innate need mentioned by SDT is autonomy. Con-
necting back to the argument that game modders perceive to have
stronger connection to games than their creators (here game devel-
opment companies) and claiming a moral ownership, gamers also
want to exercise control over the object that they are so passionate
about and hence assume a right to appropriate [55]. Having the
ability and acclaimed right to change and add to games allows mod-
ders to achieve a sense of creative ownership of both the mods and
the entire game [51]. Related to the motive of exercising control
and creative ownership, is seeing modding as a creative outlet and
the process of creating mods as artistic endeavor [54, 69].

Motives that can only partially be explained by SDT are rather
specific to the game and modding context. A strong motive that also
served as the theme for some publications (e.g. [2, 55]) is meaning-
making [55]. As pointed out by Gee, when released games are
essentially empty shells or tools that are only filled with life and
meaning by play, players’ experience and the emergent culture
around them [2, 21]. Meaning can come in the form of designing
elements or structures that are of personal importance to the indi-
vidual modder. These could be of popular (e.g. remoddeling maps
according settings from Game of Thrones) or national culture (e.g.
changing the theme of a game to be about Finnish wars) or - re-
flecting nostalgia - remind them of the past (e.g. including vehicles
known from the GI Joe cartoon in Battlefield 1942) [54, 55]. Others
have further noted that meaning making and hence modding is a
way to make the game a bit more one’s own and personal so as to
better identify with it [54]. Having interests such as the ones above
in common, further helps build identity and a feeling of belong-
ing [57]. Nonetheless, Sotamaa noted that there is yet little research
on the various meanings modders attach to their actions [68].

Another rather central motive for modding is the desire to im-
prove the game and ultimately one’s play experience. Modders
stressed that they wanted more for the game [8, 54], which again
illustrates their devotion to some of these game titles. This "more"
could be related to better graphics, support for specific in-game
features or inclusion of additional material, characters, etc. Others
mentioned that for some modding is all about having fun, either as
enjoyment of the products or liking to code 11. Accordingly, game
modding can also be perceived as just another way to relax [51, 70].

11 We used the verb "code" here to illustrate one hobby although not every type of
mod requires programming
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Figure 6: Mod that alters the game mechanics of Skyrim
stopping auto-quests and allowing the player to customize
when quests should become available, hence giving him/her
more autonomy over game play. Source https://www.pcgamer.
com/best-skyrim-mods/

Not to underestimate are the extrinsic motivation of game mod-
ders. One aspect that also links to intrinsic motivation but we
decided to group under this category due to its relation to other
extrinsic motives, is education or more broadly skill acquisition.
As argued in section 3.1.2, the practice of modifying games has a
strong potential of leading individuals to computer-related skills,
introducing them to programming, scripting or understanding code
and the internal architecture of games. In fact, modifying games
requires a broad skill set that in the majority of cases modders at
least to some extent taught themselves [61]. Seeing that every game
and game engine is different (i.e. using different architectures and
scripting languages), the process of creating a mod inherently in-
volves learning, either in gaining more experience or mastering new
skills [61]. As pointed out by Sotamaa, learning in the context of
game mods is not as structured and focused as in formal education,
but can better be described as "playing with the code" [70].

With the process of becoming a modders relying on self-tutoring
and self-organizing, modder communities can to some extent be
seen as a support network and DIY community. The exchange of
information, feedback and useful tips creates a form of IT-related
learning ecology [26]. At this point, it is also noteworthy that some
mods such total conversions require a quite diverse set of skills
ranging from programming over to visual design to editing and even
choreographing videos. While mods are therefore joining forces
in large teams, some modders do everything themselves. That the
learning motive also has a strong intrinsic component is illustrated
by some modders re-building existing content (e.g. maps) only to
(a) prove that they are capable of doing so and (b) to demonstrate
that things can be also be done in different ways [43, 51]. While
such a re-implementation is arguably not quite novel or original,
it still does exhibit creativity. This practice is yet another example
supporting the need for a re-interpretation or definition of creativity
in the context of game mods (cf. [43]).

Another extrinsic motive that mainly the game industry seeks
to build upon is by creating game mods gain experience to acquire
a job as professional game developer. Mods and mod projects they
were involved would then be used as portfolio when applying for
jobs. Whereas several publications mention modders’ desire to get

a job in the games industry as motive (e.g. [37, 54, 64, 70]), the
actual importance of that motive seems rather minor (cf. [51]).
To that end, one has to distinguish between modders believing
that based on their modding experience they would have a higher
chance of getting hired and modders actually wanting to apply
within the game industry. The former seems to be more rooted in
modders’ attitudes. Reciting a statement from one of the modders
commenting on survey, some modders have a career of their own
and see moddingmostly as fun and relaxation [51]. Mixingmodding
with work for them might ruin the fun (see 3.2.4). Paradoxically,
after realizing the influence game modders have on the industry
and gaming culture in general [64], game developing companies
increasingly view modders as potential new staff [49]. Even more
paradoxical are then the efforts game industries are putting into
discouraging "their audiences from associating games with boring
realities as jobs and working hours" [70].

3.4 Community
In light of community being such a central aspect for game mod-
ders, many aspects relevant to game modding communities have
already been addressed in the previous section. This section there-
fore summarizes themes other thanmotivation that were covered by
publications identified by our literature review. The most common
theme is hereby the relationship between modders and modding
communities and what role these communities play for modders.

Given the strong sense of community among game modders and
the value they attribute to both (social) interaction and collabo-
ration [51, 62], scholars have described modding communities as
spaces for socializing and interaction [57]. Scholars have also de-
scribed these communities as safe spaces [43] or "third places" [2, 9]
where people could be more open about their interests than they
would towards their offline friends [51]. Highlighting the impor-
tance of interaction and collaboration as well as creative production,
Marone argues that modding communities serve as "discoursive
studio" where members share and build on each others’ competence
to devise outcomes that will contribute to their own and other’s
play experience [43].

Examining machinima communities more closely, Harwood &
Garry suggest that these show many similarities with tribal based
communities, but set in an online environment. One of the similari-
ties is set also modding communities are heterogeneous networks
formed by people that have a shared passion or - put more neutrally
- have something in common. Further, they engage in reciprocal ex-
change, which could be of supportive or appreciative nature. In fact,
this dialogic and democratic interaction is central to collaborative
processes not only for machinima but also the development of other
types of mods. Although usually not having defined hierarchies, a
distinction between "leaders" and "tourists" or novices can be made
within modding communities. However, game modding commu-
nities also differ from traditional tribal communities, for instance,
in the sense that their members (here modders) are most often
invisible as well as pseudonymous, meaning that most modders
do not the true identity of their peer modders. Being aware of the
exponential growth in popularity of machinima, some members of
the community start to "break out" of their more or less non-profit
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but altruism oriented communities and attempt to commercialize
their creations [24].

Interestingly enough, apart from two publications we found no
evidence of research exploring the composition of game modding
communities. While not the focus of his work, Poor mentioned the
socio-demographic distribution of his survey study [51]. In con-
trast, Targett et al. more deliberately examined the composition of
the community of those creating user-interface mods forWorld of
Warcraft with regards to members’ backgrounds, their attitudes
towards mods and the community itself as well as their charac-
teristics and motivations to create and share modifications [74].
Somewhat related to composition is Wirman’s study on the role
of identity in the context of game modding communities [82]. She
specifically discusses the importance of gender and nationality on
identity among game modding communities, pointing towards the
existence of both national (local) and global game communities. She
further notes that her example of The Sims might not be represen-
tative for all game modding communities as The Sims represents a
special case both among gamers as well as modders.

4 AVENUES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Our literature review has not only identified content-related but
also methodological opportunities for future research on game
modding. Our review showed that there is still little research on
the different types of modders and whether it actually makes sense
to talk about "different types". To that end, there is yet little insight
on whether different types of mods are exclusively being created
by separate groups and types of modders or whether being a game
modders more or less entails having a highly diverse range of
modding-relevant skills. Similarly, some type of mods have seen
less or no academic interest so far. We posit that is worthwhile to
investigate whether findings related to other types of mods (and
hence communities) also apply to those or whether they actually
present an exception that calls for closer attention. These mods
include control re-mapping, which enable players to reconfigure
the default controls of a game, and modding game mechanics, such
as modifying or disabling game mechanics (e.g. aiming, speed).

We further noted that while investigating communities of mod-
ders, only very few publications explored differences of game com-
munities, but rather zoomed into specific ones and analyzed their
relationship with modders. In light of game modders’ proven ability
to form highly productive teams that generate remarkably creative
and successful outcomes which occasionally turn into products, we
argue that there is value in a closer and more fine-grained analysis
of how modders work both individually but especially within their
communities. Such an investigation could, for instance, focus on
the dynamics within modding teams and their ways and techniques
of collaborating together (e.g. communication).

Regarding the methodology, there seems to be a lack of empirical
research on game modding. While some aspects have been investi-
gated using interviews and surveys, we argue that a combination
of the two or more generally mixed-methods approaches are a
promising way to gain a more detailed and nuanced understanding
of the practice of game modding and the role communities and
identities within those play. Aiming to analyze the levels and style
of creativity that modders display when going about their work

might warrant adopting a mixed-methods approach that includes
case studies of actual mods (e.g. add-ons).

5 CONCLUSION
This paper presented a structured literature review of the practice
of modifying video games by non-professional game developers.
Focusing specifically on publications touching upon communities of
game modders, might have reduced the number of identified papers
and hence skewed our subset towards community-oriented topics
and themes. However, seeing that we identified publications from a
broad range of academic disciplines, we are confident in saying that
our review provides a comprehensive overview on recent research
conducted on game modding. We structured our findings based
on what perspective scholars adopted when describing various
aspects related to game modding. Our data shows that research
has elucidated game modding from a variety of angles including
an outside and inside perspective as well as addressing aspects that
are on a meta-level.

As main contribution of this paper – apart from providing an
extensive overview of research done in this field – we understand
the identification of research gaps and hence avenues for future re-
search. Future work from our side will entail studying more closely
the role of and dynamics as well as differences between modding
communities. Furthermore, we seek to gain a deeper understanding
to what extent modding can be seen as a creative practice. To that
end, we plan to explore creative styles and their variance, which
are displayed when creating different types of mods.
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